Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) 
parameters of node density (λ) and logarithmic standard deviation (∑), the minimum node density required is identified.
Most of the clustering algorithms follow regular deployment of sensor nodes in distributed fashion without considering the node distance to the sink. This approach is different in practical implementation where the nodes are randomly deployed. DSLBCA form cluster with highly balanced in energy which intern reduces the number of clusters generated. DSLBCA checks the connected nodes (node density) and distance of the nodes to determine the cluster radius.
DSLBCA (Distributed Self-organizing Load Balancing Clustering Algorithm)
The algorithms for clustering applications were uniformly distributed WSN's failing to consider the distance of the individual nodes to the base station, and the depletion of energy is too high due to unbalanced topological structure. The DSLBCA is used for avoiding extra clusters for covering all the nodes and creates a more balanced cluster in terms of energy. DSLBCA is divided to three phases: CH selection phase, Cluster formation phase and ReClustering phase.
Phase I: Cluster head selection process is initiated directly once the sensor nodes are deployed in the environment. Let N t refers to the set of trigger node, chosen by the distributed algorithm DSLBCA.
These trigger nodes calculate distance from the base station and cluster density as r, the radius of the cluster, and declares by self as temporary cluster heads (TCH i ), where i is the number of parallel temporary cluster heads decided by:
Where β is the sensor parameters differs with the application, C r (n) is the connectivity density and D(n) is the distance from the base station and n calculated using Equation (2), and floor function to roundoff calculation.
(2) Let A be the signal strength with distance a distance of 1 meter from the base station, [10] and ( ) is the k-hop neighbor of node n, and ( ) is k-hop neighbors of node n,
Where d(n,v) is the hops between node v and node n.
The connected node density for the trigger node is calculated by:
If two cluster heads which are having the same connectivity density, the CH node which is having shorter distance to the base station will be will be chosen by the connecting nodes. Calculate node weight w(n) [10] by considering the times of node being elected as cluster head in previous rounds, cluster density, and distance from the base station, given by as stated in equation (5) .
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Where ᶲ, ᶿ and γ as the effect factors varies with type of applications, Re(n) being residual energy of node n, [10] , E(n) is initial energy of node n, and H(n), node n being elected as cluster head previously. The node N t triggers clustering process by sending neighbor discovery (Hello) Messages to its k-hop nodes nearby. The neighbors who receive this message using (6) will calculate the respective weights and themselves declare as CH, if they are satisfying the weight threshold. The parameters of T(w) and T(k) should be invoked on regular basis by the algorithm, such way tha all the nodes finds itself a cluster to join.
CH_Declaration in T(w), (T(w) < T(k))
, it declares itself the cluster head, where T(w) is waiting time, and T(k) is the refresh time related to distribution of nodes and specific applications [10] . The settings of T(w) and T(k) should ensure that each node in the network can find its own cluster head, and the algorithm restarts the clustering process after T(k) circularly.
Phase II: DSLBCA decides the cluster size and this size is kept as threshold, the number of nodes participating in the cluster nodes should have to form clusters with in the threshold limit. If this cluster size increases beyond threshold additional overhead is created and reduces the network life time. If CH receives Join_CH sent by a node, CH will check the node density threshold and then it will accept new member and update cluster size if the size is smaller than threshold, vice versa. In case of failure, it has to find a new CH to join and participate in the network. Each of the nodes participating in the network has a lookup table to save the information CH, size of the node (node density)
Phase III: DSLBCA algorithm avoids fixed cluster heads in the network by dynamic clustering scheme. Periodic replacement to CH is implemented to balance the node energy consumption. The cluster is static until the re-election is triggered at T(e), where T(e) is the threshold time to re-cluster based on residual energy. CH gathers the individual weights of all its members and selects the new CH based highest weight, reducing with exchange of control overhead. Hence the necessity for re-clustering the entire network is not needed as the new CH is chosen within the existing cluster.
The above proposed DSLBCA algorithm is extended for mobile WSN environment too as DSLBCA-Mobile (DSLBCA-M) and found challenging improvements over the compared algorithms by modifying weight calculation with an additional parameter as:
Where mobility factor (velocity) and C(n) represents the connectivity length of interval a node n is associated to a CH, with the assumption CH should be stationary.
Simulation Results
We compared classical clustering algorithms with the proposed algorithm in terms of packets sent, cluster count, energy and nodes alive. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . Each node assigns itself a random value between 0 and 1. If this value is less than the threshold, that node becomes a cluster head. Each node calculates its weight using equation (5) and (6), if the weight of any node is greater than the average weight of all the alive nodes then that node becomes the cluster head. DSLBCA and DSLBCA -M are compared with the classical algorithms such as LEACH and HEED. To compare the algorithms we used number of rounds referring the interval between initial clustering to re-clustering as well from one reclustering process to another re-clustering process. Each round starts with a set-up-phase followed by steady-state-phase for forward the data to Sink. Algorithm with lesser dead nodes is chosen as the better one.
From the Figure 1 , it can be deduced that the number of throughput is high initially for LEACH,HEED and DSLBCA -M but with rounds the nodes die faster in LEACH, HEED and DSLBCA -M and hence efficiency is reduced considerably with time. But in the case of DSLBCA, the packets are transferred for a much longer time as the nodes are able to stay alive for a longer time. Taking in the percentages of 10, 20, 30, 40 to 100%, the being the node life time of DSLBCA is more the packet send ratio steadily show higher performance. At 30%, 50% and 70% of rounds the DSLBCA shows steady throughput about 44.44% raise than the other algorithms The number of clusters formed per round in both the algorithms is initially the same as shown in Figure 2 . But with rounds it can be seen that there are more clusters in the case of DSLBCA as compared to LEACH, HEED and DSLBCA -M. The number of clusters to be formed assigned as 10 and over the iterations it is identified that after 25% of iterations (25 rounds) only less number of nodes in the LEACH are alive and they form as a single cluster. The performance of HEED is good upto 35% of iterations and due to stable clusters in DSLBCA shows less number of clusters and is maintained constant over iterations compared to the mobile DSLBCA (DSLBCA-M), in the later stages shows due to mobility factor DSLBCA-M frequently changes topology and a prey to frequent re-clustering.
To analyse the energy efficiency node number 70 is chosen to compare its energy consumption subject to various algorithms. Figure 3 shows the residual energy level in the algorithms is initially same. At 30% and 50% of rounds it can be seen that the residual energy in node 70 is more in the case of DSLBCA about 11% and 13%, finally reaches 19% at the end of 100 rounds as compared to LEACH, HEED and DSLBCA -M.
From the Figure 4 , it can be concluded that the nodes die faster in LEACH, HEED and DSLBCA -M as compared to DSLBCA. But in the case of DSLBCA, the packets are transferred for a much longer time as the nodes are able to stay alive for a longer time. The proposed algorithms shown improved results by energy saving and dead nodes count over multiple rounds. Even after several iterations we are able to witness the performance of stationary nodes and fixed CH's showing better results than the mobile nodes due to link stability and topology changes.
Conclusion
In this article, we proposed a distributed load balancing clustering algorithm for WSNs, considering optimal threshold for clusters configuration. Compared with LEACH, HEED and DSLBCA -M algorithm, the proposed algorithm supports to form a static cluster and improved network life time. The simulation result shows that the algorithm is more stable and improved performance about 15% overall considering residual energy and network life time. Considering the practical implications we have used 10000 x 10000 area with 1000 nodes to for our analysis and found that the proposed scheme is showing improved results for both static and mobile environment proving the scheme supporting scalability and supports network of different sizes. Hence in our future work we planned to focus on how to enhance this network through interfacing it with internet using real sensor nodes with industrial standards (Zigbee) for communication.
